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Dear Parents,
This week the students got motivated by receiving
Double Dojo Points for their excellent learning
attitudes. Teachers awarded the points when our
students demonstrated the Habits of Mind. As a
result, more fabulous work has been produced
throughout primary, some of which features in the
newsletter this week.
Wishing you a happy and healthy week ahead,
Miss Sherry and the Primary Team

STARS OF THE FORTNIGHT
Y1 SEAHORSES - JANELLE, FOR ALWAYS
PARTICIPATING AND ASKING
QUESTIONS
Y2 JELLYFISH - ALEYNA, FOR
PERSISTING AND STRIVING FOR
ACCURACY
Y2 TURTLES - JENSSEN, FOR PAYING
ATTENTION IN LESSONS AND
PRODUCING QUALITY WORK
Y3 OCTOPUS - HOW EE FOR
PERSISTING AND STRIVING FOR
ACCURACY
Y4 GIBBONS - DEV, FOR BEING AN
ACTIVE PARTICIPANT IN LESSONS
Y5 BEARS - JIA XING, FOR GOOD
PERSISTENCE AND STRIVING FOR
ACCURACY
Y6 TIGERS - TIA, FOR COMPLETING ALL
ASSIGNMENTS AND PERSISTING

How much sleep do
children need?
By Kephren Sherry

Sleep is so important to help
our children maintain healthy
routines.
The following guidance is
taken from webmd.com to
share useful information
about the correct amount of
sleep for children:
3-6 Years Old:
10 - 12 hours per day
Children at this age typically
go to bed between 7 p.m. and
9 p.m. and wake up around 6
a.m. and 8 a.m., just as they
did when they were younger.
At age 3, most children are
still napping, while at age 5,
most are not. Naps gradually
become shorter, as well. New
sleep problems do not usually
develop after age 3.

7-12 Years Old:
10 - 11 hours per day
At these ages, with social,
school, and family
activities, bedtimes
gradually become later
and later, with most 12years-olds going to bed at
about 9 p.m. There is still a
wide range of bedtimes,
from 7:30 to 10 p.m., as
well as total sleep times,
from 9 to 12 hours,
although the average is
only about 9 hours.

12-18 Years Old:
8 - 9 hours per day
Sleep needs remain just as
vital to health and wellbeing for teenagers as when
they were younger. It turns
out that many teenagers
actually may need more
sleep than in previous
years. However, for many
teenagers social pressures
conspire against getting the
proper amount and quality
of sleep.

PARENT FOCUS GROUP
We held our first meeting this week and enjoyed
welcoming our new members to the group.
The discussion focussed on the revised SOPs
that were sent to all parents earlier in the week
and we shared feedback on the vaccination
programme for our 12-15 year old students.
We will meet every 4 weeks to share school
information and exchange ideas for further
school development.

Choice Theory – Basic Needs
By Mr Eassen
Online learning has been ongoing for quite some time, students may
feel demotivated about studying online because there are a lot things
they can’t do, for example, meeting and having fun with friends.
According to Dr William Glasser, people feel demotivated because
their needs have not been met. We all have needs, and we all have
different needs. However, sometimes what we think that we need
actually is ‘wants’. So if we want to feel motivated, we can manage our
‘wants’ from needs.
Dr William Glasser categorized needs into five basic needs. These 5
basic needs that develop our wants are:
1. Survival - This need is a physiological need, which includes the need
for food, shelter, and safety. Because we have genetic instructions to
survive, not only as individuals but as a species.
2. Love & Belonging - This need and the following three needs are
psychological needs. The need to love and belong includes the need for
relationships, social connections, to give and receive affection and to
feel part of a group.
3. Power -To be powerful is to achieve, to be competent, to be skilled,
to be recognized for our achievements and skill, to be listened to and
have a sense of self-worth.
4. Freedom - The need to be free is the need for independence,
autonomy, to have choices and the ability to take control of the
direction of one's life
5. Fun - The need for fun is the need to find pleasure, to play and to
laugh. Should you doubt that this is as important as any of the others,
imagine a life without hope of any enjoyment. Glasser links the need
for fun to learning. Most animals (dogs, dolphins, primates, etc.) play.
As they play, they learn important life skills. Human beings are no
different. It is true that "play is a child's work."
If online learning can’t help you to fulfil these needs, is normal to get
demotivated. However, when we are aware that we are demotivated,
we could do something to fulfil our needs. If you feel demotivated, talk
to me, I am here to discuss more about it with you.
(ks.low@srikdu.edu.my)

